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Since I was very young, I have always looked to 
the east for all sorts of enlightenment whether 
spiritual, musical, or visually moving. Now, hav-
ing grown much older in years, I even find my 
self turning to a source of neverending inspira-
tion to me, that being the Shogun and Samurai 
Warriors of feudal Japan.
   These men lived by their own sense of law and 
order, for they themselves had made the laws 
that others had to live by or face certain death. 
More important than that was the symbolic rep-
resentation of themselves and their individual 
clans which dominated most of the surrounding 
countryside of Japan. Their rule and impact over 
the country of Japan would last  up to the end of 
the nineteenth century.
    Since then, the Warriors of Japan has grown 
in popularity with little sign of diminishing. 
Their stories of intense battles are still being told 
through a wide range of media, either in book, 
film, animation, and even Kabuki. Reproduc-
tions of these once fearsome looking armor and 
swords are being crafted and sold around the 
world. As important today as it was then, crafts-
menship and artistry is very much apart of the 
culture and widely practiced. Examples of this 
can be found on the web as to the coutry of or-
igin. Although advances in technology, there is 
nothing that compares to the authentic article. 
    For during the many periods and dynasties, 
the artisans of the time were quite limited in the 
handling and processing of the materials which 
were used to create these wonderful suits of ar-
mor. Slaving on a hot forge, hammering and the 
folding of the steel, shaping were all methods that 
had been executed by hand and these skills are 
continuely taught and honed across Japan and 
around the world. 

   It is this reason that I choose to imortalize 
them in this one volume of work, to show the 
beauty and grandure, the Bushido Warrior
   In this exhibit, the glory of the warriors battles are 
retold as they had happened over the course of the 
centuries. All the examples  of various Kabuto (hel-
mets) down to  the Nihonto (sword) are fully  laid 
out to view in all their magnificence and splendor. 
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About the Assignment
Initially, when this assignment had come to 

me, I had already had in mind the full scope 
and concept planned in my mind. Hving been 
submerged in the culture of Japan for over two 
decades, and seeing that an exhibit had been 
planned for Boston featureing the same type of 
artifacts, I felt that the time was right to try my 
hand at the topic of Shogun or Warriors of Japan.
   The assignment, choose three subjects to 
which you would like make a book for a ex-
hibit in a museum. The approach to this proj-
ect is as though you were actually contract-
ed to create booklets that introduce and go 
along with the atrifacts within the exhibit. 
    The first step of this process as always was to cre-
ate a mood board that shows preliminarilly that 
thought and scheme of the idea. Realizing that 
directions and ideas have a tendency of changing 
unexpectedly, the mood board is a tool to keep 
the artist on a perticular direction. It is also a great 
device to get a plethera of ideas down  on papaer 
and later use them in the overall composition.
   We were then given the task of creating four 
panels breaking down four seperate elements of 
the different topic which we were to explleciate. 
Once they were either approved or corrected de-
pending on the advice of the critique, the pan-
els were then taken even further in their level 
of complexity or asethetic path. After that had 
been set up, on to the next phase which was to 
go on and create the other three chapters of the 
exhibit and follow the direction that had been 
mapped out in the creation of the first chapter.
   Following that is the making of what is called 
a mock-up, which is a minature form of the 
actual book showing the direction and pro-
vide a glimpse of the images and text as a uni-
fied whole. Then, we move to the next phase 
of front and rear covers and the about pages. 

Throughout the course of this project, I had 
been making some additions to the to this body 
of work to better represent these astounding  
Japanese armors by adding centerfold pages that 
show clearly the articulation of each suit, each 
as unique as the next, for there was not two that 
were the same. Attention to detail is as import-
ant to the content as is my attention of the ar-
rangement, execution, and assembly of the book.
   Once the approval has been attained, the final 
step in this parade will be the production of the 
actual book itself. This will not only serve as a 
great asset to the portfolio, but also serve as an 
educational device to show and enlighten those 
interested in learning about the Japanese culture. 

    Jeffrey C. Toy
    DCAD Student
    Vis. Com. II
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 Since the 4th centry, Japanese armor has 
been an important part of the Japanese cul-
ture. Initially the armor was made up of 
small metal or leather plates woven togeth-
er with either leather tongs or lace. Existing 
well before the rise of the samurai, the ma-
bizashi-tsuke kabuto (visor-attached hel-
met) this style of armor was believed to have 
originated in Chinese or Korean cultures.
  Then everything chaged during the Heian 
Period 794-1185, when the armor start-
ed to  be worn by the emerging samuari 
class or ronin of the day. Additional treat-
ment was incorporated in the produc-
tion of the armor which would give the 
warrior an advantage on the battlefield.

These helmets are as intricate as they are 
fearsome. The creat of the kabuto called date-
mono or tatemono had four seperate func-
tions, wakidate (side decoradtion), maedate 
(frontal decoration), kashiradate (top decora-
tion) and lastly ushirodate (rear decoration). 
These decorations would be either a family 
creat,  small sculptures representing animals 
or mythical beasts (dragons), or just symbols

 Other features started to become a tra-
dition stamp such as the fukigaeshi, re-
sembling a wing on either side of the 
kabuto, they prevent side attacks.
  The back of the Kabuto was fitted with multi-
ple overlaping plates which hung down from 
the back of the helmet to secure the neck 
from a rear attack called shikoro.  Then as a 
finishing touch, a shinobi-no-o (chin cord) 
was used as a means to securing the Mengu 
in place, making the parts appear to be seam-
less. In the modern Japanese society, this type 
of representation is only seen during one 
time of the year which is known as Boys Day.
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Mengu



Primarially made of iron, these masks often had 
terrible facial features that could strike fear into any-
one. More often they had snales, grimmaces, the 
showing of teeth , and even mustaches in an array of 
tectures from very fine hair to course hair. hhaving 
been made of iron, their weight added to the heavy 
helmet, that is why the two are secured together

More than just mere equiptment, the men-
gu also had a more symbolic and psychological 
role. The expressions in the faces of the Mengu 
either struck fear in the common citizens or 
commanded respect. There were three different 
types of mengu, the Somen which covered the 
entire face and neck, the Hanbo which had only 
covered the chin area and part of the neck, and 
then there was the Happuri that looked simu-
lar to the roman armor, it covered the forehead 
area and side of the face, leaving the front open

 Japanese crafters of this time were quite 
thorough in their execution and skill. To 
finish off this Mengu, multiple overlapping 
plates were attached to the bottom of the chin 
to give more protection to trhe neck area, 
much the same way as was used in the cre-
atoiom of the kabuto’s rear protection. These 
plates were either rivited on for a more firm 
fit, or laced together  for a loose fit. Despite 
being a tool of war, these masks retain re-
spect from artists around the world, for their 
crasftsmenship, detail, and functionality.
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Kote
Kote



Kote
  Judging from the examples shown, it would 
appear that unification of these elements 
were quite important, inserting a sense of 
symetry, balance, and ornimentation.  In the 
same manner that the Menge and Kabuto 
were constructed, the Kote were also com-
prised of manty different plates adding to 
the rigidity of the overall creation. The final 
touch that would prove to be a distinctive 
feature was the individual crest. All families 
in Japan use the crest as a means of identi-
fication and were promonitly placed for 
easy reconization. These crests were  used 
to distinguish commoners from royali-
tyand are still used today through out Japan.

   During the founding of Japan, much of their 
culture is the accumulation of ideas taken 
directly form other cultures such as govern-
ment, religion, and of course defence. Unlike 
the organic elements used to build the armor 
like silk and bamboo, Japanese craftsmen 
learned well from their exposure to the Eu-
ropean counterparts. The chainmail that had 
been incorporated into the armor had been 
taken from Europe, having looked at examples 
of standing soldiers from that region of the 
world. Naturally, the Japanese would change 
the aesthetic of the armor, adding or strength-
ening the armor to suit their individual needs.

 Following the directive, a good offence de-
serves an equal defence. In line with that con-
tension is the development of the Kote, body 
armor comprised of beocade, silk, bamboo 
and chainmale, is designed to provide the 
maximum in protection without the limitation 
to movement and functionality. Each outfit 
that was created was as different and unique 
as the family or warrior that wore it. This also  
added a psychological impact on the part of 
the average citizen whom crossed their path, 
which suggested that the warrior was so well 
protected that he was untouchable. A good de-
turant to anyone whom might rise up against 
the Shogun.  

16
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Just as the armor was constructed of many parts, so 
to is the Katana. Each part was well thought out and 
contributed to the whole. Each piece which made 
up the  sword was unique, no two were alike. For in-
stance, the blade are characterized four catagories, 
the Chokuto or straight sword, which had been pro-
duced early in Japans history, Tsurugi / Ken or sword 
with a dual edge, Tachi or long sword crafted a bit 
longer than the previously mentioned swords that 
had a curve to the design, Katana which is common 
sword with a curved blade, Odachi, the longest type 
also known as the “big field sword”, and lastly the 
Wakizashi, a sword that is one to two shaku in length. 
Made with a full tang for tha handle, these swords 
underwent different stages of development in forg-
ing, folding the steel, temperment and hardening.

Many components of the Nihonto had a practical 
purpose like the Tsuba. Made of iron, the Tsuba 
protects the hands twice fold. First it keeps the hands 
from wandering too far up the handle, and second it 
also deflects or stops the the opponents blade from 
striking the user. As time went on, the Tsuba would 
change from the standard geometricial shapes of 
squares, diamonds, or the plain oval to featuring 
scenes of serenity, intense battles, animal motifs, oni 
or demons and of course folklore images to beautiful 
women and even  Geisha. Not surprising that these 
swords would become the perfect extension of the 
Japanese warrior. They became a mark of distinction 

No detail was ever overlooked, all the way down 
to the Habaki which is the blade collar and scab-
bard wedge, is yet another opportunity to add to 
the artistic beauty of the overall creation. From soft 
and gentle positive and negitive shapes, to more 
elegant organic pattterns that tastefully adorn such 
a small ares. Even the fuchi that  goes between 
the habaki and handle is handled with such care 
and precision that the part has either the crafters 
signature or poetry written on it. Exuding all the 
characteristics of their minimalist culture the Japa-
nese people are famous for. For all the care and 
craftsmenship that went into every sword, in the 
proper hands, this tool became a powerful and 
deadly weapon. The Edo period more than any 
other period in time when the Japanese people 
were able to make the regalia of warfare into art. 20
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